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Neglect settling for the so-called "golden" years. What elements of the warmup are more
important (and how most people do these things wrong). Membership is open to anyone, as
long as you're willing to care for your body as well as your health as you age so when you
experience among the best years of your life. Physique After 50 argues that physique teaching
doesn’t have to end the moment you turn fifty. (Addititionally there is advice on progressing
from one program to another. At the same time, as you age you can find real physical and
hormonal changes going on in your body. Being fifty is not the same as forty, so needless to say
your exercise needs to take into account this. Most younger fitness trainers out there just can’t
appreciate what these aging-related adjustments mean for you personally and your training.
How to balance rest and recovery with training. Scott himself is usually in his mid-fifties, and has
experienced these aging-related changes firsthand, both with himself and along with his one-on-
one training clients. The hormonal realities of maturing (for men and women), and what which
means for you and your training. It is possible to feel physically youthful even as you embrace
the wisdom that comes with age group. Physique After 50 book tells you how exactly to do
precisely that. Buy Physique After 50 and join the "Platinum club" today! Three different workout
applications geared designed for the "Physique After 50" demographic. You can choose which
of the three applications is correct for you based on whether you certainly are a beginner,
intermediate, or advanced trainee. Aging can be an important part of life, and this is the prime
you will ever have.) Bodypart-specific training “tweaks” in order to avoid injuries (specifically
those "overuse" injuries which are often related to age). Physique After 50 gives real-world,
practical training suggestions from Coach Scott Abel. “Ignore About It” — what types of teaching
to ignore or just stop using entirely as you age. Rather, join the platinum golf club! By using
smart teaching strategies (and by departing your ego at the door) you can look and feel great
during what can be many of the most fulfilling years of your life. Physique After 50
contains:How aging affects your fitness and training, and how to proceed about it.
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 He mentions that it can help avoid overtraining, however the explanation is very weak. But it
offers some significant flaws you ought to know of. While I love the validation given to over-50
lifters (yes, you have significantly more use and tear and should train differently), I would've
valued a far more moderate stance on some of his recommendations. As a 57 yr old lifelong
lifter this reserve has changed the way I train and I am today making good improvement and
feel great as well! In fact, I was in discomfort and the fitness center was no fun any more. I think
should minimize or avoid it.- Along those same lines, I love how he highlights that you could
achieve outcomes *without* these risky actions.- I really like the general message to teach
muscles, not movements. Prior to this new work my favorite ebook was "Hardgainer Solutuon.
Unfortunately, I believe the writer applied his own personal encounters to everyone.)Cons:- It
isn't adequately explained WHY the over-50 audience should use body-part schooling.Offers
some significant flaws, but overall great info As a personal trainer who is 52, there are things I
love concerning this publication.- I certainly do NOT agree that you have to quit barbells, pull-
ups, core function, cardio, and battling ropes as you age. (Nevertheless, it's a bit controversial to
inform older people they shouldn't train for function. Not absolutely all of us possess beat up
our bodies quite as badly as he provides and continue to benefit from these exercises. However,
it generally does not go very in-depth on the information it provides, and is a little bit Johnny-one-
note on working out advice. (And it's really unclear what Abel recommends for ladies
-testosterone or something else?)- The author says we shouldn't do upright rows, then proceeds
to put them in the workouts! He also includes behind-the-neck pull-downs, which are well
known to be harmful for the shoulders. At 56 yrs . old now, I really like this publication. Also
great workout routines to follow in the rear of the book.).Overall, I would suggest this book, as
long as you know its pitfalls. Great book from a great coach This book offers some solid truth
which we may not admit to ourselves. A one size fits all workout bootcamp that some trainers
tout is suitable for all ages might not be an ideal fit as you progress into your 50s. Abel
discusses these problems with frankness, that our bodies may require us to treat it differently
and even concentrated a chapter, titled 'Forget about it' on things you should let go.Abel helps it
be so clear that people must understand our bodies,that while still obtaining a great workout, we
need not have to end up being tortured into doing programs that serve no purpose, but cause us
injury. Scott Abel has spent a lifetime training himself and others with weights. Many personal
trainers appear to expect their 50-something participants perform exactly the same as those in
20s, without adjustments.By concentrating on these group, Abel has addressed a group
underrepresented and unloved by the fitness industry. In fact, how many trainers, programs, or
books even address the problem of exercisers in their 50s? I am getting excited about starting
the program in this publication pretty soon. I hope to keep to be healthful and active well into my
later years. Physique After 50 is a good short read and displays Scott's in-depth knowledge
about the ... Physique After 50 is a great short read and displays Scott's in-depth knowledge on
the many areas of training and diet plan.- I don't agree with recommending hormone substitute
therapy for women." After training for the better part of 4 decades After training for the better
part of 4 decades, this former body system builder had developed a banged up body system
with sore elbows, shoulders, knees and back again. deadlift but now Iam having 2nd thought &
THE training manual I've been waiting for The Best Scott Abel book ever! But also for the couple
bucks that the kindle version costs you likely will learn a few useful issues like I did so. It's
refreshing to hear this message for the over-50 lifter." This book is very relevant to my lifestyle
as I just turned 50 a few weeks ago. Just what a breath of fresh air! Scott explains the need for
rest recovery as well as providing intensity level recommendations. As a "Platinum Club



Member", I jumped into the Physique After 50 and have obtained further insights on how not to
just train after 50, but make it possible for this body flourish and revel in lifestyle to the fullest.
Also, it preaches hormone alternative therapy (testosterone) for older guys with flagging T
levels. Four Stars Substantiation of valid approaches for engaging in the platinum golf club -
thanks Scott !Pros:- It's reasonable. I was introduced to Scott Abel and his Hard Gainer
Alternative program. His concepts and training methods are spot because of this former fitness
center rat. His system has given me new life in the gym, and my joints are so much improved.
Once I embraced the principles of workout physiology that Scott employs in his system, my
muscle tissues are being revived. Many thanks Scott, for serving up brand-new material "old-
timers! If I could give 10 stars I would. Finally Finally a book that takes into concern about lifting
weights over 50. Over 50 your body just will not recover like when you were in your 20 and 30s
even 40. This books makes you reevaluate the way you have been training.- The PA50
applications are difficult to comprehend (and I'm a personal trainer! Revolutionary! This book is
definitely a reflection of the author's personal experiences, rather than the broad spectral range
of fitness levels and injury histories. Extremely Recommended reading for all those over 50
Highly recommended reading for all those more than 50. Understanding the physical
restrictions, knowing the do’s & don’ts of weight training is very essential to avoid any injury. I
really like this book Scott has parlayed his years of training experience into a must browse for
the aging bodybuilder. I like barbell schooling such as for example barbell squat & Any type of
chemical intervention generally turns me off. Plyometrics, max lifts, and specific methods like
forced reps are not well worth the risk once you have accumulated years of deterioration. Great
book, breaks it straight down for the 50+ crowd Great reserve, breaks it down for the 50+ crowd.
I acquired no idea where or how to begin which book ( and several his others) actually gave me
the actions, understanding and understanding I needed. You obtain such full rounded advice in
all of Scott’s books. Indeed there’s existence after 50. Scott nails it perfectly,great extremely
informative read. He dropped credibility in a big way here. great very informative read Wish to
remove all the B. As a pounds lifter himself in his 50s, he understands how his personal body
has changed. with regards to realistic training after 50? His method of training the muscle
tissue via body part teaching, is quite liberating since it offers one the flexibility to create their
own program. I was training like I did in my 20's, 30's and 40's and my body was no more
responding. Too about bodybuilding and not enough about strength Abel's advice moves
against conventional wisdom, that brief, high-intensity workouts and simple multi-joint lifts are
best and safest for older lifters. Maybe Abel's higher volume, bodybuilder type program
functions for him, nonetheless it does not do so for this reader. Great book with plenty of
practical suggestions. He made me feel relieved, and if anything, he made me feel great that I
did not have blindly follow a program, without understanding. He understands the way the
training regime must be adjusted as our body ages.S. There are far as well many weight training
books out there which encourage the over 50 athlete to check out the same lifting regimes and
schedules as if they are in their 20s or 30s. The consequence of following those books is
usually that you have amazing gains until you begin to hit your maximums, and then when you
attempt to push through, as you can do in your 20s and 30s, and instantly you discover your
body simply cannot recover from the heavy lifts within the time schedules recommended, which
inevitably results in overtraining and soon in accidental injuries. Torn rotator muscle tissue and
broken tendons are common problems with older lifters, which take ages to recover from when
you are old. The authors of schooling books who are within their 30s have not however lived
through the changes to their body as a 50 or 60 year older. Scott has, and a program where you



can continue to make great developments without dealing with unnecessary risks of injury. I am
near 60 and will say his program functions.
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